HOLY ANGELS SCHOOL
Curriculum for Grade 5
Subject/
Quarter

1st Quarter

2nd Quarter

Math

Human desire for God; Divine Revelation;Jesus, the
fullnes of Divine Revelation;gift of faith;Inspiration of the
Bible,Old and New Testament writings;Holy
Trinity;Covenant;Annunciation;Nicene Creed;Jesus'public
ministry;Attributes of God
Review of basic multiplication facts; Problem solving
skills; Place value of whole numbers and decimals;
Adding/subtracting whole numbers/decimals; Dividing by a
One and Two Digit divisors

The liturgical year; Life of the church community; Parts of
the Mass; Importance of the sacraments;Jewish Festival
of Weeks;Saint Peter;Work of the Church today;Last
Supper;Sacrifice of the Cross;Christian vocations;Early
Church
Review of basic multiplication facts; Problem solving
skills; Dividing by a Two-Digit divisor; Adding and
Subtracting decimals; Multiplying and Dividing decimals

Social
Studies

Early peoples of Western Hemisphere; Interpret time lines;
Identify/compare cultures of major Native American groups
in U.S.; Analyze cause/effect relationships; Effects of
Columbian exchange; Interpret historical maps

Early European settlements of North America; Distinguish
fact from opinion; Establishment of 13 colonies; Interpret
elevation and relief maps; Effect of African captives on
plantation system; Evaluate use of climographs

Properties of Matter; Forces and Motion

Growth and Survival; Begin Ecosystems

Religion

Science

Reading

Vocabulary. Rereading strategies, character, setting, plot, Vocabulary. Making predictions, compare and contrast,
problem and solution, and sequence; Realistic Fiction,
sequence, repetition and rhyme; Expository writing, fairy
short vowels, expression and accuracy, cause and effect, tales, folktales, free verse; Informative Essay
narrative nonfiction; Narrative Essay
Common, proper, singular, plural, possessive,collective
nouns; Nouns as subjects, subject complements, objects,
indirect objects; Nouns in direct address; Words used as
nouns or as verbs or as adjectives; diagramming
sentences

Singular, plural, personal subject, object, demonstrative,
interrogative and indirect pronouns; Possessive pronouns
and adjectives; Antecedents; Contractions; Descriptive
and proper adjectives; Articles; Demonstrative adjectives;
Adjectives that compare; Diagramming sentences

Spelling

Short vowels; Long a,e,i sounds; Using a thesaurus and
dictionary

Compound words; Homophones; Words with the ou, o, oi,
or, are, ur, and ir sounds

Physical
Educ.

Rules/protocols. Safety awareness. Lifetime activities - 4- Basketball - reinforce skills, rules, positions, game play.
square, softball, bowling, etc. Flag football - rules,
Yoga - skills and routines. Volleyball - reinforce skills,
positions, game play. Soccer - rules, positions, game play rules, positions, game play

Art

Projects that teach and reinforce elements of design: line, Projects that teach and reinforce elements of design: line,
shape, color, texture, space, pattern, and proportion
shape, color, texture, space, pattern, and proportion

Language
Arts

Music

World
Language

Guidance

Unit 1 -Americans Sing! (rhythm, melody); Unit 2 - Coming Continue Unit 2; D.A.R.E. song practice; Christmas Eve
To America (rhythm, melody, world culture); recorder
Mass practice; recorder practice
practice
Students are taught one trimester of each of the following *see 1st quarter
languages: German, Chinese, Spanish. The same topics
are covered in each language: Greetings & Courtesies,
Classroom Commands & Objects, #1-100, family & ages,
school subjects, telling time, simple verbs, places to go,
seasonal cultural lessons.
D.A.R.E.: Health effects of using tobacco & abusing
Qualities of a positive friendship; Learning resistance
alcohol; Understanding effects of mind-altering drugs; The techniques; Considering consequences; Saying yes to
Real Truth/Media influences
positive alternatives; First Aid; Brain injuries & disorders

HOLY ANGELS SCHOOL
Curriculum for Grade 5
Subject/
Quarter

Religion

Math

Social
Studies

3rd Quarter

4th Quarter

Moral decisions;free will;developing a well-formed
conscience;virtues of
prudence,justice,fortitude,temperance;New
Testament;Jesus,our model of holiness;Commandments

The Christian tradition of prayer; Jesus as our model of
prayer; Five different ways Christians pray;Caring for
God's creation

Review of basic multiplication and division facts; Problem
solving skills; Multiplying and Dividing decimals;
Expressions and Patterns; Fractions; Adding and
Subtracting fractions

Review of basic multiplication and division facts; Problem
solving skills; Multiplying and Dividing fractions;
Measurement; Geometry

Struggle for North America; Spanish/French exploration;
Breaking ties with Great Britain; American Revolution; U.S.
Constitution; Compare maps of different scales; Process
of making conclusions; Interpreting political cartoons

Expansion/change of United States; The Industrial
Revolution; Slavery & Emancipation; Civil War and
Reconstruction; Using variety of sources to find
information; Identifying & locating different kinds of
news[paper articles; Define generalizations

Complete Ecosystems; The Water Cycle and Weather

Earth and Space

Science

Reading

Language
Arts

Spelling

Physical
Educe.

Vocabulary; summarize, main idea and key details,
Vocabulary, visualize, point of view, summarize, tall tales,
author's point of view; Realistic fiction, fantasy, expository mysteries, biographies, expository writing, lyric and free
text, persuasive article, taking notes, skimming and
verse, creating a bibliography
scanning; Opinion Essay

Action and being verbs; Verb phrases; Irregular verbs;
Verb tenses; Linking verbs; Adverbs of time, place, &
manner; Adverbs that compare; Adverb clauses;
Prepositions and their objects; Prepositional phrases;
Kinds of sentences; Diagramming sentences

Simple and complete subjects and predicates; Direct and
Indirect objects; Subject complements; Compound
sentences; Punctuation; Capitalization; Quotations;
Diagramming sentences

Final er, l, and al sounds; VCCV, VCV, and VV patterns;
Words with ed or ing; Words with suffixes

Words with a prefix and suffix; Unstressed syllables;
Changing the final y to i

Tumbling - parallel bars, review of previous skills, create a Floor Hockey - stick and puck handling, shooting, passing,
routine Badminton - racket grip, forehand, backhand,
goalie skills, rules, game play. Team handball - throwing,
overhead smash serve, basic rules
catching, defensive positioning, goalie skills, rules.
Fitness/track - 1 mile run, relay races, long jump, high
jump, etc. Low organizational games - capture the flag,
mat ball, big base, etc.

Art

Elements and principles of design; Rhythm instruments;
Proportion; Action figure draw; Landscape; Depth

Music

Unit 3 - The Old Becomes The New (meter, pitch, rhythm, Spring Program practice; recorder practice; Unit 4 - A Tale
harmony); Sprimg Program practice; recorder practice
To Be Told (rhythm, tonality, melody)

World
Language
Guidance

Elements and principles of design; Ceramics; Silkscreen;
Paint skills; Stitchery

*see 1st quarter

*see 1st quarter

Nutrition; Lungs--Allergies and Asthma; Managing Your
Emotions; Growing Up--Hormones

Good Hygiene--Circulatory and Immune System; Bones
and Muscles--Physical Activity and Environment

